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Let B = (B,, t > 0) be a standard Brownian motion in iw’. For every E S- 0 and 
every compact subset K of R’, the Wiener sausage of radius E associated with K is 
defined as the union of the sets B, + EK, s E [0, I]. The present paper gives full 
asymptotic expansions for the area of the Wiener sausage, when the radius F goes 
to 0. The kth term of the expansion is of order llog CJ li and involves a random 
variable which measures the number of k-multiple self-intersections of the process. 
Such random variables are called (renormalized) self-intersection local times and 
have been recently introduced and studied by E. B. Dynkin. A self-contained con- 
struction of these local times is given, together with a number of new approxima- 
tions. ( 1990 Academx Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let B= (B,, t 2 0) be standard Brownian motion in Iw’. For every 
integer k > 1, the process B has points of multiplicity k. Recently several 
authors, including Dynkin [(i9], Rosen and Yor [20], and Rosen [19], 
have proposed different methods of defining functionals associated with 
k-multiple points, sometimes called renormalized self-intersection local 
times. The purpose of the present paper is both to give an elementary 
self-contained construction of some of Dynkin’s functionals and to apply 
this construction to the asymptotics of the planar Wiener sausage. 
Let us first describe our approach on a simple special case. We consider 
an exponential time [ with parameter i. >O, independent of B. For every 
y E [w2 and E > 0, let I: denote the local time of B on the circle of center y 
and radius t:, at time <. That is, 1: is the value at time [ of the additive 
functional of B which corresponds to the uniform probability measure on 
the circle of center y and radius E. For every k > 1 and E > 0, set 
where q is any bounded measurable function from Iw2 to [w. As E goes to 
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0, the field rf converges towards the occupation field of B. For every k > 2, 
the field 7; blows up as E goes to 0, but the following renormalization 
procedure can be used to give a limiting random field. Let h, denote the 
conditional expected value of -If, knowing that the circle of center y and 
radius E is hit by B before time {. Clearly h, does not depend on y, and an 
easy calculation shows that 
where y denotes Euler’s constant. For every k > 1 we consider the poly- 
nomial 
whose leading term is xk/k!, and we set 
This definition is motivated by the identity 
where 6,,, denotes the Dirac measure at S. Then 
lim Tfcp = Tkcp 
E-0 (1.4 
exists in Lp-norm for every p < co. Moreover, the fields Tk coincide with 
those introduced by Dynkin [7]. The limiting result (1.a) can be extended 
by replacing local times on circles by more general additive functionals. We 
thus obtain a wide class of approximations of the fields Tk. 
Let us now pass to our applications to Wiener sausages. Let K be a com- 
pact subset of R2 with positive logarithmic capacity. For every E > 0, the 
Wiener sausage of radius E associated with K on the time interval [O; t] is 
defined by the formula 
S,K(O, f)= u (B,+ &K), 
OGSgt 
where B, + EK denotes the set {B, + .sy; y E K). In particular, when K is the 
closed unit disk D, Sf(O, t) is the tubular neighbourhood of radius E of the 
Brownian path. Now consider the random field 
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A basic result of the present work (Theorem 4.1) gives an asymptotic 
expansion of Sl<(p in terms of the random variables Tkq. For any E > 0, set 
hf = -cap(sK)- ‘, 
where the notation cap( .) refers to the capacity relative to the process B 
killed at time [. It is easiiy seen that 
where R(K) is the logarithm of the logarithmic capacity of K (de~ned as in 
[IlO, p. 252-j). 
Then, for any bounded measurable function cp, and any ~12 1, 
s%‘= - f (hfC)-kTk<p +R,,(E, cp), 
k==l 
(1.b) 
where the remainder R,(E, cp) satisfies 
lim (~I~)~“E[(R,(E, q))*] =O. 
c-0 
Taking cp = 1, we get an asymptotic expansion for the area of the sausage 
Sf(O, if. It is natural to ask whether such an expansion holds for the area 
of the sausage Sf(O, t), for a constant time I > 0. The answer is yes. The 
statement of the result involves random variables Tk(t) such that, for every 
k > 1, T”(t) coincides with T”1 conditionally on (i = t). Then, if m denotes 
Lebesgue measure in R*, 
k=l 
where 
lim (h:)“R,(e, t) = 0 
C-.0 
in L2-norm, and almost surely if K is star-shaped, i.e., &Kc K for E E [O; 11. 
Nottce that both hz and the random variables Tk(t) depend on the choice 
of the parameter A. However, the different expansions we can deduce from 
(1.~) by changing the value of ,? are trivially equivalent. In contrast with 
(1 .b), there is no canonical choice of the parameter A when we consider the 
sausage on a deterministic time interval. 
When n = I, ( 1.~) reduces to the well-known result 
m(S,K(O, t)) = 711, (1.d) 
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in L2-norm and as. if K is star-shaped. For n = 2, we obtain 
(1.e) 
This result is already proved in [ll, 13). For general n, the different terms 
which appear in (1.~) can be interpreted as follows. For every k > 2, k-mul- 
tiple self-intersections give rise to a corrective term of order (h,K))-k. This 
corresponds to the fact that the area of the intersection of k independent 
Wiener sausages of radius E is of order (log l/~))~ (see [ 123). 
Asymptotic properties of the Wiener sausage have been recently studied 
by several authors. The limiting result (1.d) and its analogues in higher 
dimensions have been extended by Chavel and Feldman [3,4] to Brow- 
nian motion on manifolds, and by Sznitman [22] to elliptic diffusions in 
UP’. The paper [13] contains analogues of (1.e) in higher dimensions 
(d> 3); in contrast with the case d= 2, the convergence is only in distribu- 
tion and the limiting variable is normal. Related results can be found in 
Weinryb [23]. Finally, Chavel, Feldman, and Rosen [S] have extended 
(1.e) to Brownian motion on surfaces. In connection with this result, one 
may ask whether the asymptotic decomposition (1.~) remains true in this 
differential geometry setting. A construction of renormalized self-inter- 
section local times valid for Brownian motion on manifolds has been given 
by Le Jan [16]. 
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains a number of nota- 
tions and preliminary estimates. In Section 3, we construct the random 
fields Tk by proving a general version of the convergence (1.a). Although 
largely inspired by Dynkin’s papers [7-91, our method is different from his 
and adapted to our applications. In particular, we avoid the combinatorial 
part which plays an important role in Dynkin’s approach. On the other 
hand, we only recover a special case of Dynkin’s functionals, namely those 
introduced in [7]. In Section 4, we establish the basic estimate (1.b) which 
relates the Wiener sausage to the random fields Tk. The proof depends on 
both the preliminary estimates of Section 2 and the particular construction 
of the fields Tk given in Section 3. Finally, in Section 5 we investigate 
results concerning Brownian motion stopped at a constant time and we 
prove (1.~). We also develop an application of (1 .c) to a theorem of Spitzer 
r-21 1. 
Some of the results of the present paper have been announced in [14]. 
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2. NOTATIONS AND ~E~~MI~ARI~S 
(2.1) Throughout this work, it will be convenient to use the canonical 
space of planar Brownian motion killed at an inde~ndent exponential time 
[. We denote by Q2,= C(R,. , iw’) the space of all continuous functions 
from R + to R” and we set 52 = 9, x R ,. . For every y E !R”, we define the 
probability P,. on ft by 
p,.= w,.ot, 
where W., is the Wiener measure with starting point y on fL,, and (f&t) = 
a r -” dt, for some fixed I => 0. For (w, t) E Q, we define 
B,s(o, t) = o(s) (s 2 0) 
i(w t) = t, 
so that, under P,., B = (B,r; s >, 0) is a Brownian motion starting at y and 
< is an independent exponential time. We simply write P for PO, W for W,. 
and, unless otherwise indicated, we always assume that we are working 
under the probability P. The canonical filtration of B is denoted by 
(E; I 3 0). We shall sometimes use the canonical filtration of the process B 
killed at [, which is denoted by (3; t >/ 0). 
For every ? 3 0. the shift 8, is dehned on the subset 52’ = ( (w, u); u > t ) 
of Q by 
fj,(w, u) = fo,, 24 - f), o,(s) = cI)(s 4 1) (.r 3 0). 
We denote by G the Green function of the process B killed at ;: 
G(x)= (.u E I@), 
where p,(x) is the two-dimensional Brownian density. It is well known (see, 
e.g., [lo, p, 2331) that 
where K0 is the usual modified Bessel function. In particular, as 1x1 --t 0, 
where ?; denotes Euler% constant. Moreover, if A > 0 is small enough, we 
have 
G(x) = O(eBAir’) as 1.~1 -+ x). 
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These bounds show that, for every 0 <p-c co, the function G(x)” is 
integrable. 
The following property of G will play a basic role in the proof of our 
main estimates. We may choose two positive constants C, C’ such that, if 
p(r)=C fl(r< l)+exp-C’r 
> 
(r>O), (2.c) 
we have, whenever (xl > 2 Iwj > 0, 
lG(x+ w) - G(x)1 d Iwl P(M). (2.d) 
The bound (2.d) easily follows from well-known properties of the function 
KO. Observe that x + p( [xl) is integrable with respect o Lebesgue measure 
on R*. 
We define a random field to be a linear mapping from the space 
SI(R2, W) of bounded measurable functions on R2 into 
Lq2, P)= (-) LP(f2, P). 
1<p<a, 
We shall also consider random fields with values in Y(Q,, IV). 
(2.2) Let K be a compact subset of lR2 with positive logarithmic capacity. 
Set 
T,=inf{r>O;B,EK}. 
Then, except when x is an irregular point of dK, we have 
(2.e) 
where pK denotes the equilibrium measure of K, for Brownian motion 
killed at time [ (see Blumenthal and Getoor [2, p. 2851). The measure ,uLK 
is supported on dK and its total mass ,iiK = cap(K) satisfies 
--I 
PK = inf ddx) .A@) G( Y - xl 3 
where the intimum is over all probability measures p supported on K. We 
now replace K by EK, E > 0. It easily follows from (2.b) that, as E -+ 0, 
-y--R(K))++‘logf), (2.f) 
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where 
R(K) = -inf jj 
KxK 
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G%) 
is the logarithm of the logarithmic capacity of K (R(K) coincides with - 7~ 
times Robin’s constant of K, defined as in [ 18, p. 761). 
For y E lR2 we write TK( y) = T,. K. The Wiener sausage of radius E 
associated with B and the compact set K on the time interval [IO; t] is then 
defined by 
Similarly for s d t we set 
S;(s, t)= u (B,+EK). 
.,Gll<, 
From now on we set h:= -(j~~~)- ‘. The following lemma is a straight- 
forward consequence of formulas (2.e) and (2.d). 
LEMMA 2.1. Suppose that K is contained in the closed unit disk D. There 
exist two positive constants C,, Cl such that, whenever E E (0, 4) and 
w, x, ye R* satisfy JwI GE, 1x1 34&, 1 y\ 34~, and Jx- yl 24~ we have 
(i) f',, CT,K(X)< il6C,G 
(ii) *~~[T,~:(X)<~;T,K(I')<~I 
(2.h) 
<C(G(;)+G(;))G(y) 
(iii) I/z,KP,+, [ITcK(~)<I1 +G(Y-X)I ~2EP(IY--d)- 
where p is defined in (2.~). 
In proving part (ii) of the lemma we consider the two cases ( TEK (x) G 
T,,(y)) and (T,,(y) < TEK(x)) and we apply the strong Markov property 
at TEK(x), resp. T,,(y). Details are left to the reader. 
(2.3) We now recall a few basic facts about additive functionals. It will 
be convenient to consider additive functionals with finite variation, i.e., not 
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necessarily nondecreasing. An additive functional A = (A,, t 2 0) of the 
process B is integrable if 
for some (and hence for every) t >O. With each integrable additive 
functional A = (A,, t 20) we can associate a unique (signed) measure v on 
lR* such that 
j D 
dx E.r ’ Z(B,? E H) A(ds) I = tv(H), 0 
for every t 20, H measurable subset of R2 (see [ 11). Let Iv/ denote the 
total variation of v. If the J.-potential of Iv/ is bounded, we also have, for 
every x E R2, 
Ex CA(i)1 = Gv(x) = j ~(4~1 G(x - Y). (2.i) 
Observe that supp(dA) c {s; B, cz supp(v) j. 
Let & denote the set of all integrable additive functionals of B such that 
the associated measure v is supported on the closed unit disk D and the 
J-potential of IvJ is bounded. We denote by &i the subset of d which 
consists of all A such that v is a probability measure. 
Let A E &. For every y E R*, E > 0, we define a new additive functional 
Al by requiring Aj’ to be associated with the measure vi defined by 
j v:(dw) f(w) = j v(dw) f( y $ EW). 
Note that vi is supported on the closed disk of center y and radius s. It 
follows from (2.b) that the &potential of Iv;\ is bounded by C(log I/E) for 
some constant C independent of y E R’, E E (0, f). Standard arguments then 
give the bound: for every k 2 1, 
sup{E.,[IA:‘J”], XE R2} < C,(log l/~)~. 
Suppose that A E .@‘, . It easily follows from (2.d) and (2.i) that, for E > 0 
and x, y, M: such that /y-x/ 2 4s and /WI GE, 
I&+,CA%(S)l-G(~-x)l~2ep(ly-xl). (24 
(2.4) For every integer k > 1 and for t > 0, set 
Dk(r)=j(St,...,Sk);O~S1~ ..f gsSk<tt). 
The set D,(i) will be denoted by D,. 
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Let 6,,s,( ) denote the Dirac measure at s. Let 31, , . . . . tlk be k finite 
measures on [O; t] and g,, . . . . gk k - 1 bounded measurable functions on 
[O; t]. The formula 
gives a perfectly well-defined measure on Dk(f). Suppose in addition that 
a1 3 I.*, zk are supported on a closed set H. Then y&(. f is supported on 
((S,, ,.., Sk); S,E ff, for i= t, . . . . k). 
Let ;ji (dr, , . . . . dtj) be another measure of the same type, now defined on 
L>,(t): 
yi(dr, . ..dtj)=r.(dt,)(a;(dr,) 
Suppose that cx’,, . .. . 01,’ are supported on a closed set H’ and that H and 
H’ are disjoint. Consider the product measure yk Byi, which is defined 
on o,(t) x Dj(t). By considering the different possible orderings of 
0 , 2 ---> Sk., f, > .‘.> Ii), we can interpret yk@$ as a sum of measures of &he 
same type as Y,+. The disjointness of H and W’ is here essential, Let us 
illustrate this by an example. Suppose that j= k; then, on the set 
the measure yk @ +; coincides with 
al(dsl) a\(dt,) a2(ds2) ff;(dt2)‘-‘ak(dsk) aL(dtk), 
that is, ail the Dirac measures a,,-,,(cis,), 6 Ir,. ,,(dtj) can be dropped. The 
point is that, since H and H’ are disjoint, a set of the type (si = ti,f has 
zero measure for Yk @JJ;. Similar statements obviously apply to the product 
of p measures of the same type as yk. 
(2.5) The following elementary lemma plays a basic role in this work. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let A E -4,) U a continuous %,-predictable process with finite 
variation, and V a measurable function on Q such that 
sup{E,[jV\]; ZEuPf < E’. 
Set 
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Suppose that, for some y E R2, S > 0, and for every x E R2 
(i) l:A(dr)I(jB,-- yJ >b)=O P, as., 
(ii) JI U*(ds)Z()B,s- y( >6)=0 P, a.s. 
Then, for every x E R2, 
(A(dt) - E,CNi)l &s,(dN vod, II 
where 
W,(Y, ~~=~~p(I~,C~l-~,C~ll; lz-VI a>. 
Proof We first observe that, by the definition of an additive functional, 
we have on the set {s < {) 
where 
= ‘A(dt) Vo0,-E,[A([)] V. 
s 0 
where we have simply replaced the proces Z(s < [) II/ o 0, by its $-predict- 
able projection Z(s < i) Es, [$I. Similarly, for z E R* such that )z --y( < 6, 
d 2~5, CNt’)l WAY, V, (2.1) 
using assumption (i). The lemma follows from (2.k), (2.1), and assumption 
(ii). 1 
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Note that condition (ii) of the lemma is satisfied if and only if the 
measure associated with A is supported on the disk of center y and radius 
6. The goal of the next two subsections is to bound 06( y, V) for various 
functionals I/. 
(2.6) PROPOSITION 2.3. Let p 2 1 aad A I, ,.., Ape c&l. Let E,, .,., cp > 0 
and Jo, Y,, . . . . yp c R’. Set 
t r,.....+(~,v-3 “p)=~~pAt;~lldt,)..‘AC~p(dfp), 
andc*=max(q, i=T ,..., pt. Assume that ~*<f and /~~-y,+.~j>4~*#& 
i = 0, 1, . ..) p- 1. Then, 
E,.” c v,:,. . se (Y, 3 ..‘, YJI- fi WY,-Y,. 1) 
r=l 
d’c* f P(I,Vi-J7j-II) fi G 
,=I 
i=, (-“‘rp ‘). 
if, 
Proc$ Let p 2 2. Then, 
[ A];?“(dt,)-..A~.“p(dt,) 
- n,, 
=E,., jDp , A,f;“‘(clf,)~~~A~p~,‘~‘“-‘(dt, ,)E,JAyq:)ll. 
where we have simply replaced Z(t,- , < i) jfF , Ap;Q(dt,,) by its predictable 
projection Z(t,  < 5) E,, 
have by (2.j) 
p ,[AtFp(i)]. If y is such that Iy-yp. ,I <E* we 
lE,.EA~~~(i)l--G(yp-yp r)/62~*~(ly,c4.~ -rib 
It follows that 
/ ii J??O “P 
A~;-“‘(dtit,)...Ai::‘“(dt,) 
-G(y,- y,_,)j 
&I 
A;;“‘(d+.A; ,*+-‘(dtp. ,) 
Ii 
~2&*p(Iyp-yp-.,I)E.~o -J’ 
L q-- I 
At;“(dt,)...A%-I’,‘.~-I(dtp_,) 
-i2E*P(lY,-Y,.. ,I) p2 ‘--l G(Yi-p’-I), 
by (2.1). The proof is now easily completed by induction. 8 
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(2.7) PROPOSITION 2.4. Let A EJS?~ and K a compact subset of’ D with 
posiiive capacity. Let n > 1 and nf = n or n - 1. For E > 0, y, z E iw’, we 
consider the ~u~ctiunal V, ( y, z) defined by 
V,(~,z)=(-hf)“‘Jln ,@ A,Y(dt;) fi Z(zES,K(ti, t;+l)) 
“l-1 i= I 
or, alternatively, 
where, by convention, t,, = 0, t,, , = 5 if n’= n in the first case, t, = i if 
n’ = n - 1 in the second case. 
Then, fur every EE (0, i) and x, y, : E [w* such that 1 y -x/ > 2&, 
lz - yl > 4&, we have 
IE,[V,(y,z)]-G(y-x)G(z-y)“+“‘.--’I 
~22~ (n+n’- 1)G 
( 
(yp(y!)l+n’-2i)(ji-yl) 
+p(, y-x,,G(yy+n’-‘). 
Remark. It immediately follows from Proposition 2.4 that, whenever 
/y-xl >4E, /z- Yl>4&, 
for some integrable function f( y, z) whose exact form will be unimportant. 
To be specific, this bound holds except in the trivial case n = 1, n’= 0, 
which gives V,( y, z) = V,(y) = A i(c) or ( - I$) I( y E Sr(O, 5)). In both 
cases, we simply have 
-%(x3 v8(Y))~wlY-xl). 
ProoJ: We first observe that, when ( y - xJ > 2.5 and jz - yl > 4e, 
E,~l,‘,(y,~)]sG(~)G(~~+~‘-*. (2.m) 
This bound is an easy consequence of the formulas 
P,CYE$:(O,i)l=II(rx.(J”fG(y-w-xx). -h~=ji,-,‘. 
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Here v is the measure associated with A, vi is defined in subsection (2.3). 
and pcx in subsection (2.2). 
We only treat the case when n’ = n 2 2 and V, ( )‘, 2) is defined by the first 
formula. Then 
Next we use Lemma 2.1, which shows that, if /%v- .Y/ G C, 
J~,KP,.CZES~(O, i)] + G(z-?)I G ~E,D(]z-- yl). 
Taking (2.m) into account, it follows that 
Set 
Then. 
By (2.j) we have, if jw--z[ 6s, 
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Coming back to (2.n), we finally obtain 
E.r C VA Y, z )I 
The proof is now easily completed by induction. 4 
3. FUNCTIONALS ASSOCIATED WITH SELF-INTERSECTIONS 
(3.1) The main goal of this section is to construct, for every integer 
k 2 1, a random field cp -+ Tk~ associated with k-multiple points of the 
Brownian motion B. We will also prove that these random fields coincide 
with those introduced by Dynkin [73, However, our construction is dif- 
ferent from Dynkin’s and yields new approximations of Tkq which may 
have some independent interest. Moreover, the basic lemma needed in the 
proof of Theorem 3.1 will play an important role in the next sections, in 
our study of asymptotics of the planar Wiener sausage. 
We keep the notations introduced in the previous section. In particular, 
with each additive functional A E& we associate a family (A:; y E I@, 
E > 0) of new additive functionals obtained by translating and resealing A. 
For E > 0, the function hk is defined by 
f?(y)= -&CA,Y(C)l= -j G(y+~w) v,(dw), 
where vA is the measure associated with A. 
We also need the following additional notation. We consider p integers 
k,, kz, ..-I k, 2 1. We denote by f *(k,, . . . . kp) the set of all mappings (T from 
{1,2 ,..., k,+k,+ *.. +k,j onto {I ,..., p>. such that \a--‘(i)l =ki, for 
i= 1, . . . . p. We shall also use the set Qk,, . . . . kp) of all mappings 
a E T*(k,, . . . . kp) such that c(n) # tr(n - 1) for n = 2, 3, . . . . k, -I- ..* + k,. 
Note that r(k,, . . . . kJ may be empty: it is so, e.g., if p = 1, k, L 2. 
(3.2) THEOREM 3.1. For every integer k > 1, there exists a unique 
random field 40 + Tk~, defined for v, E 91(R2, 58) and taking values in 
Y(sZ, P), which satisfies the foIlawing properties. Let cp E a(R2, [w,) and 
A ‘, . . . . Ak E &, . For E > 0, set 
7’:q=j dy cp(y) 1 A?‘W,) fi fA:“(dti~+hk’(y- B,_,) d,, ,,(dti)). 
& i-2 
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Then, for every integer p 2 1, 
E[(T$p- Tkqd2pl <Cc, lb~ll’,” e(log~)2pk; 
where rhe constant C, does not depend on cp, E. Moreover, for k 1, .,., k, > 1, 
P’ 1 *.*, ‘p,, E 1w2, R + 1, 
x t: Tzf. Gfynji,-~erci-~,) 
GE: Oki, 1.1 kr) is ’ 
with the usual convention ysCob = 0. 
Remarks. (i) Take A’ = A” = . . . = A” = 1, the additive functional 
associated with the uniform probability measure on the circle of center 0 
and radius E. Then h’,(z) = h, does not depend on 2 such that \zj =a. It 
follows that, in this special case, 
This special approximation of Tkq was used in [14]. It is easily seen that 
1 1 log2-fogR z.z -;‘og;l; 
( 
2 -y)+O(r’log$ 
(ii) Theorem 3.1 can be slightly extended as foIlows. Suppose that 
A’, . . . . Ak belong to JC# instead of &I. For i = 1, . . . . k, let vi be the measure 
on Rz associated with A’. Then, 
EC( l”:cp -6’ . . .3”T”qp] < c, l\qlpl\“, E (log ypk, 
where 5” = v’(!@). This result is easily deduced from Theorem 3.1 by 
linearity arguments. 
The proof of Theorem 3.1 depends on the foilowing basic lemma. The 
notation L’(fV)~, R,) refers to the set of all nonnegative measurable 
functions on (@)J’ whose rth power is integrable. 
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LEMMA 3.2. Suppose we are given k,, . . . . k, & 1 and a family (A:; 
1 < i< p, 1 <j< ki) of elements of ~4,. For every i= 1, . . . . pq E > 0, and 
ye ET, set 
J%‘)=j 
Dh 
A:,%%) fj (Aj;~(dt,)+h,Al(y-B,-,)6,,-,,(dr,)). 
j-2 
Then there exists a function FE ~‘((~*)*, R,) such that, for any 8~ (0, $), 
el, . . . . E, E [q/2, ~1, and y,, . . . . yp distinct points in R* - {O), 
Proof: We first need to obtain some preliminary bounds. For YE R2, set 
T,(y)=inf(taO; jB,-y( GE). 
For A E &I and k > 1 we have, by the strong Markov property and 
Lemma 2.1, 
.C(log$-‘(G(~) n log;). @.a) 
Note that for every a > 0, y -+ G(y)” is integrable. We also have 
(3-b) 
Expanding the product in the definition of XL(y) we deduce from (3.b) that 
Ix:(y)l dC : (logf)i.* z: fi A:;;& 1. 
k=2 I=j~Gj~S CjkGk, m=l 
Hence, by (3.a) and the Holder inequality, for n 2 1, 
E[I*~(y)l.]cEC(log~)‘*-‘(G(i) A log:). (3.c) 
Here the constant C depends only on n, ki, and the additive functionals At 
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(in fact, only on a bound for the I-potentials of the A:). It follows from 
(3.~) that 
As a consequence of these bounds, we may assume in the proof of 
Lemma 3.2 that / rii > 4~ and \ yi-- J>\ > 4~ for i # j. indeed, suppose that 
we have proved the bound of Lemma 3.2 in this special case, with a certain 
function F, . Take Y E ( I,2 f and set 
It follows from (3.6) that the bound of Lemma 3.2 holds with F= F, + C/ 
for some constant C. 
From now on, we assume 1 yi/ > 4~ and / yi - ,P,\ > 4~ for i #.j. We have 
where we set hi+,‘= hA’ c~. We can rewrite the above right-hand side as a 
multiple integra1 over the product ni DI;,, which involves the time 
variables i: (i= 1, . . . . p; j= 1, . . . . k,), 
where #~~‘.,::‘.6~(&~; 1 bi,cp, 1 bjGkj) is the signed measure on Ritz, Dkq 
defined by ’ 
A:;';.':;;;(&;)= fi A;;;(&',) fi ~~~~~~~~~~~h~~~~~~- B,; ,~~~,~~,~~~r~~~, 
/=I j = 2 
We now consider the different possible orderings of the rJ, taking into 
account the fact that we must have $Q r:, if j< j’. Any such ordering will 
be associated with one (and only one) d E T*(k, 7 . . . . k,), in the following 
way. For any EFE f’*(k%, . . . . kp) define 
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Note that PO(n) E (1,2, . . . . /c,~,,). When there is no risk of confusion, we 
write B instead of /?,. Set 
Ad = 
i 
(t,$) E fl D,,: tF:z: f 16 t$i, for n = 2, 3, . . . . k, + . . a + k, . 
I 
It is trivial that 
This is not a disjoint union. However, if (r # (T’, the set A, n A,, is contained 
in a set of the form {tj= $I}, with if i’, and it is easily seen that the 
measure A .&‘I’ .“’ vi, gives zero mass to a set of this type. The point is that, 
since j yi “‘&i:y> 4e, the additive functionals A;,$, A ~.‘,‘~~,’ have disjoint 
supports. It follows from these remarks that 
E[fi, G(Yi)] =n,r*;,,,,,k,) E[JA” ~b’;.::::w]. (3.f) 
Claim. If o~P(k~, . . . . k,)- T(k,, . . . . k,), there exists a function 
F, E ~I((~*)~, R,) such that for a11 E E (0, $), E], . . . . eP E (e/2, a), and 
YI, ...? yP distinct points of R* - (01, 
Assume that the claim is proved. Then we can complete the proof of 
Lemma 3.2 as follows. We first note that for a E I’(k,, . . . . k,) we have 
where p=fi, as above. The point is that, since “~‘~,;;;Z~ gives zero mass to 
a set of the type { tj = tj:} with i # i’, we may replace, in the left-hand side 
of P.g), NtjW,) by 
that is, we replace inequalities in the wide sense by strict inequalities. Note 
that we use the fact that 0 E I”(k,, . . . . kp). After this replacement, we see that 
the Dirac measures involved in the definition of AEy*.:;‘,E$ give no contribu- , I 
tion to the left-hand side of (3.g). Thus we can drop them and we obtain 
the right-hand side. 
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Then Proposition 2.3 implies that for 0 E T(k r, . . . . k,), 
G r:F,( 4’1 1 *.*, y,h (3.h 1 
for some function F, E L”((R*)“, R,). Lemma 3.2 now follows from (3.f ). 
(3.g), (3.h), and the claim. 
Procj’qf‘ the Claim. We take G E T*(k, 7 . . . . kp) - f(k, , . . . . k,), and set 
~~~sup~~:~(~)=~(~- 1);. 
Note that m is weir-de~ned since d $ Qk, , . . . . k,,). We also set q = cr(m) = 
a(m - I ), and for i = 1, . . . . p, 
k;=I{n;a(f?)= i,nen-l)\ 6/k;. 
Let A; denote the set of all families (I;; 1 Q i < p, 1 <,j$ k/) such that for 
n = 1, . ..) m - I, 
ta’“’ < pd” + 1 I< <* /i(N) ’ Blo + 1 I
Obviously, if (r;; I <,<ipp; 1 Gj,<k,)EA, we also have (tf; 1 <idp, 
1 G.jGkk:)E: A;. For ~30, set 
The process U(s) is continuous with finite variation on compact sets. 
Moreover the measure U(A) is supported on (s; ]B,9 - y,J <E,>. This 
follows from our definition of Ai and the fact that the additive fu~ctionals 
A;‘,:‘” are supported on this set. 
iit k=k, + . q. + k,,. We introduce the random variable 
v= p](t;J:::y;< 
J . . . ,< 2;;;; < (1 fi A~~~~:~~~‘~~t~~~~~ n = ,,I + 1 
L (V= 1 ifm=k). 
Then, 
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Formula (3.i) is a straightforward consequence of our definitions. The 
variables (s, I) play the role of (8” P(m- it, f&,)). Also note that in the defini- 
tion of Y we have dropped all Dirac measures. As before, this is justified 
by the observation that for m <n d k, we have a(n - t ) # g(n), which 
implies that the additive functionals A “,i”,::‘;m’, A ii1 1 :;;::‘,X I,‘, do not increase 
simultaneously. 
3 li 
We may now apply Lemma 2.2 to the right-hand side of (3.i). it follows 
that 
I [i E d~‘.::“pq) II co ‘1 6C 1 g; E[u*(i)] ws(yy, V), (Xi) A” * .
with the notations of Proposition 2.1. It remains to bound E[U*(f)] and 
w,( yv, I/). First, the arguments which lead to (3.d) easily give the bound 
m-2 
T]J G( ~i)“l”, 
icl 
(3-k) 
where I= {i; kj>, 1 f = fi=o(n) for some n<m- 11. Second, we may 
apply Proposition 2.3 to Y. It follows that 
%(Kp ~K~f(Yi-.hJ~J), (3.1) 
where J= {i; i # q and i= o(n) for some n > ~1) and f is in L’((R2)‘J’, R! + ) 
for any r E [ 1,2). Coming back to (3.j) we obtain 
where 
F,(Y,, ... . .,)=c(~G(~,)““‘)f(~i,i.J). 
Noting that ZuJ= {l, . . . . pj we immediately see that F,EL’((JW~)~, 62.). 
This completes the proof of the claim. 1 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. We first establish the convergence in L2-norm of 
Tffo as E goes to zero. We have 
Tficp = j& 4o(~f X,(Y), 
where 
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Hence 
By a special case of Lemma 3.2 we obtain 
1 2h 
~C~~~cp-~f;.y,~*ldClIcpll’,c: log; 1 
i .I 
(3.n) 
provided c E (0, 4) and E’ E [s/2; F]. Modifying C if necessary we may clearly 
assume that (3.n) holds for all EE (0, $), E’ E (0, a]. It follows that (T:cp) is 
a Cauchy family in L*(B, P). If Tkcp denotes its limit we have 
, 2x 
~I~T~cp-TTk~)21~CIl~l12, E log.; 
i .> 
The same method gives the desired bound on the moment of order 2~ of 
Trcp - Tl’cp. In particular, we see that T:cp converges to Tkv in LJ’(Q, P), 
for every p < fz8. 
Suppose that we replace A’, . . . . Ak by k other additive functionals 
A’, . . . . 2” E.&‘, . Then, with obvious notations, 
lim E[( TFcp - T:cp)*] 
r + 0 
=lim dydzcp(y)cp(z)E[(X,(y)-R,(y))(X,,(z)-X,(z))]=0 
i: + 0 i 
by Lemma 3.2 again. This shows that the definition of Tkq does not 
depend on the choice of the functionals A’, . . . . A”. 
Finally, the last assertion of Theorem 3.1 is a straightforward conse- 
quence of Lemma 3.2 and the fact that T$cp converges to T”(P in Lp-norm 
foranypcz.. 1 
(3.3) We will now describe another approximation of the fields Tkcp, 
which is essentially contained in Dynkin [7]. However, it seems worth- 
while to point out that this approximation can be derived by the methods 
we have used to prove Theorem 3.1. Let 9 denote the set of bounded prob- 
ability densities q( I:) on R* with compact support. For q E c/p and E > 0 we 
set 
s,:(Y)=E ‘4bId 
h’y’ = E / “[du-(a.)d~l=q[~~q.,(B,-)id.r] (3.0) 
for any J’E Rz. 
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THEOREM 3.3. Let k b 1 and q,, . . . . qk E 9. For CP E 99( Iw2, R f ), set 
Then, for every integer p 3 1, there exists a constant C,, which does not 
depend on 9, E, such that 
where Tkp is defined in Theorem 3.1. 
Dynkin [7] considers the case q1 = -+- = qk = q, but with less restrictive 
assumptions on the function q. Instead of Ttcp, he studies 
This makes no real difference. Indeed, when rp is Lipschitz it is easily seen 
that 
and then one can use some density argument to deal with bounded 
measurable functions. 
The main advantage of the approximation given by Theorem 3.3 is that 
the “renormalization terms” hp’ are now deterministic. This comes from 
the fact that the right-hand side of (3.0) does not depend on ~1. One should 
compare this with the situation of Theorem 3.1, where 
obviously depends on y. In the special case when q1 = . . . = qk = q, we have 
The proof of Theorem 3.3 follows the general outline of that of 
Theorem 3.1. One writes 
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and the convergence of Tffq as E --f 0 follows by studying the asymptotics 
of 
as in Lemma 3.2. It is necessary to obtain a version of Proposition 2.3 
adapted to this new setting, but this causes no problem. In order to identify 
the limit with Tkcp, it suffices to prove that 
lim EEX,(y) X,(z)1 = Cm ECX,(y) W,(z)1 =jiy) E[~,(.v) ~,(;)I. i’ - 0 L * 0 
Since the proof involves no new argument, we will leave details to the 
reader. Moreover, in the next subsection, we will describe in great detail 
another method of identifying the fields Tk with those introduced by 
Dynkin [ 73. 
(3.4) We will now apply Theorem 3.1 to the problem of renormalizing 
the powers of the occupation field of B. Let us first give some motivation 
for this problem, essentially taken from [6]. The occupation field of the 
process B killed at time i is defined by 
A formal density for the field r’ is given by 
I ’ 6~ (By) ds (ZEW), 0 
which can be approximated by A;(<), for any A Ed&, . In fact, as a special 
case of Theorem 3.1, we know that the fields 
converge to T' as E tends to 0. 
Let n 3 2. If we now look for a definition of the nth-power of T', a 
natural idea is to study the asymptotics of 
The family rzcp does not converge as E tends to 0. However, we will obtain 
(Theorem 3.4 below) an asymptotic decomposition of 5::~ which involves 
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the variables T”q defined in Theorem 3.1. In particular the “finite part” of 
this decomposition can be written in the form 
n! T”rp + 1 a,Tkq, 
k=l 
where the coefficients elk depend on the choice of A. Thus, in some sense, 
the field T” can be called the renormalized nth-power of the occupation 
field. 
We need a few additional notations before stating Theorem 3.4. Let 
A’, . . . . A” E SCJ and let VI, . . . . v” denote the associated measures on R2. For 
every subset M of { 1, . . . . n} of the type A4 = {i, i + 1, . . . . j} we define a new 
measure vM as follows. We fix a parameter p E [w and, for y E Iw’, we set 
1 1 1 log2-logI 
F(Y)=-$y-J+; 2 
( 
-Y-P 
1 
(compare with (2.b)). Then vM is defined by induction by 
p= VI if M= {i} 
v”=(F* vMp{il)Vi if M= {i, i+ I,..., j}, i<j. 
We observe that, for every subinterval M of { 1, . . . . n), vM is supported on 
D and the A-potential of lv”l is bounded. Thus the additive functional AM 
associated with vM belongs to d. 
For 1 < p 6 n, let S$,P denote the set of all ordered partitions of { 1, . . . . n} 
with p elements. In other words, &, p consists of all p-tuples (M,, . . . . M,), 
where M,=(l)..., i,}, M2={i,+1 ,..., i2}, M,={i,-, ,..., n} for some 
l<i,<i,< ... <i,_,<n. 
With these definitions at hand we can now state our main result. Recall 
that C= v(lR2) denotes the total mass of the (signed) measure v. 
THEOREM 3.4. Let A ‘, . . . . AN E & and let v’, . . . . vn denote the correspond- 
ing measures on R2. Then, for every cp E B( R2, R + ), 
=$, h(;(l%~+fi)) Tkq+R,(&, cp), 
where the polynomials P,,, are defined by 
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and the rest R, (E, cp) satisfies, for every p > 1, 
ECR,AE, CP)~“I G C, lIdI: & 
for some constant C, independent of cp and E E (0, $), 
Proof: Theorem 3.4 is a direct consequence of Theorem 3.1. Indeed, 
purely algebraic calculations show that the asymptotic behaviour of the 
functionals 
jdv+Wjon AE,-“(dt,)...A:l,‘(dt,) 
can be reduced to that of functionals of the type investigated in 
Theorem 3.1. The idea is to write, for i = 2, . . . . p, 
A:-?‘(dt,)=(A~~?‘(dti)+h,A’(y-B,,~,)6,,, ,,W-h;“b-fbt ,)6,,>_,,(dt,) 
and then to expand the product Ai3’(dr,) . . . A:,“(dt,,). We make this more 
explicit in the following lemma. 
ILWLA 3.5. For ever.l? YE R2 and E E (0, $), the @lowing identity of 
measures on D, holds: 
x Af+(dt,) 
( 
n (A,M,,“(dt,<) 
rer-11; 
+ht”‘(~-~,,,/)L~ ,,(dt,,)) 
> 
X ( n 
I$ jrn,.lEIj 
b~:,cd$)) + xn(E> ev)(dt, . ..dt.), 
where m, denotes inf( j; jE M,} and 
.for every p 3 1, for some constant C,. 
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Theorem 3.4 follows from Lemma 3.5, Theorem 3.1 (see also remark (ii) 
after this theorem), and the trivia1 observation that 
Proof of Lemma 3.5. We proceed by induction on n. The assertion of 
the lemma is trivial for n = 1. Suppose it holds at the order n. We then have 
A f+‘sy(df,,+,)= (A ~+“~“(~tll+,)+hEA”+~(Y-Bt,)~~,,,(d~,+,)~ 
-h,A”+‘(Y-B,“)6,,,(df,+,). 
By (2.b) and the definition of hf, we have, for /t/ GE, 
where /q(.s, z)\ G C’s* logf l/s). Note that 
by definition of A fn%n + ’}. If follows that 
A;Y(dt,) A;+‘+&,+f) 
= A:*Y(dt,)(A ~+“‘(df,,+,)+h,A”+‘(Y-B,,)~~,~~(~~,+l)) 
+ ~(8, Y- 4) A$Y(dt,) h@,+ ,). (3-P) 
The desired result at the order FZ + 1 follows from (3.~) by applying the 
induction hypothesis both to A:*-“(&,). . . A:sv(dt,) and to A:*.“(&,). . . 
Ainsn+ ‘l.“(dt,,). l 
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Remarks. (i) Suppose that A’ = A2 = . = A” = 1, the local time of B 
on the unit circle, normalized so that the associated measure has total mass 
1. Choose fl such that F(y) = (l/n) log( l/j ~1). Then 11~ = 0 as soon as 
(MI >/ 2. It follows that, in this case, 
n-l 
Pt,.k(J7= k-, JT k. ( > 
Of course we could have obtained this more directly: see remark (i) after 
Theorem 3.1. 
(ii) Suppose that A’(dt) = . . . = A”(&) = q(B,) dt, for some bounded 
measurable function q supported on the closed unit disk, and take 3. = 1, 
/I = 0. Then Theorem 3.4 reduces to formula (1.28) of Dynkin [7]. In 
particular, the polynomials M,, defined by formula (1.29) of [7] coincide 
with the P,l,k of Theorem 3.4. In consequence, the fields Tk coincide with 
those introduced by Dynkin. To be specific, in Dynkin’s notations, 
T”cp = Tk(jv, i), where i(d-x) = q(x) dx. 
4. THE MAIN ESTIMATE FOR THE WIENER SAUSAGE 
(4.1) Throughout this section we consider a compact subset K of IF!‘. We 
assume that K has positive logarithmic capacity and is contained in the 
closed unit disk. For E > 0, SF(O, t) denotes the Wiener sausage associated 
with EK on the time interval [O; t]: 
s,K(o, t)= u (B,?+&K). 
nC.\<r 
We also consider the random field cp + Sjc, defined for q E &I( lQ2, R + ) by 
In particular, St1 is simply the area of the sausage Sf(O, 0. The goal of 
this section is to prove that the field ,Sfq can be expressed in terms of the 
fields Tkcp of the previous section, up to an error term smaller than 
[log E/ -‘I, where n is a positive integer which can be taken arbitrarily large. 
As in Section 2 we define 
hr = -cap(EK) ‘, 
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where cap( -) denotes the capacity associated with Brownian motion killed 
at time [. Recall that 
where the constant R(K) is defined by (2.g). 
‘THEOREM 4.1. Let n 2 1 and q E z2$(W2, R + ). Then, 
S:q = - ‘f (h:)--kTkq + R,(E, q), 
k=l 
where the rest R,(E, cp) satisfies 
E[R,(&, (P)~] < C(hf)-*(“+ ‘) 
for some constant C and for E E (0; 1). 
Remark. It would be possible to obtain LP-bounds for R,(E, cp). Since 
the proof involves a lot of technical details we will leave this refinement o 
the reader. 
With each additive functional A E CZZ, we can associate an approximation 
T: of Tk, as in Theorem 3.1, by setting 
From now on we fix A E a&1. In view of the bounds of Theorem 3.1 it 
suffices to prove the statement of Theorem 4.1 with Tkq replaced by Ttq, 
for k = 1, . . . . n, 
For E > 0, y E ifi!‘, set 
y~(Y)=z(Y~~~(o,~~). 
Then, 
K 
Sfq + f (h,“)-k T:yl 
2 
E 
k=l >I 
x Y,(z)-I- $ (h,X’)-kXzk)(z) 
( 
. 
k=l )I 
Thus, the proof of Theorem 4.1 reduces to that of the following lemma. 
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and, for any w E y - EK, 
l~,K~,C~,~~)~11+~(z-y)l~2~p(lz-y(). (4.b) 
Then, 
PCT,(Y)G T,(z)<il 
=~C~,~Y~~~,‘~~~~il-~CT,(~)~T,(y)dT,’(z)~i], (4.c) 
where T’;(z) = inf{ t > T,(y); z E y - FK}. Applying the strong Markov 
property at time T,(y) leads to 
PCT,(y)~T,‘(z)<il=EC(T,(y)<i)P,,,,,CT,(z)<ill 
= @,“I-*G(Y) G(z - ,v) + WE, Y, zh (4.d) 
where, according to (4.a), (4.b), and Lemma 2.1(i), 
tR(E,Y,z)t ~2~((--h,K)~‘~0z-~~)~CT,(y)<11+(~,K)--2p(lyl)G(z-~)) 
On the other hand, by Lemma 2.1 (i) and two successive applications of the 
strong Markov property, 
PCT,(~)~T,(Y)~TT,‘(Z)<~I~C 1%; ( 1)3G(i)G(y)2. (4.e) 
The case p = 2 follows from (4.c), (4.d) and (4.e). 
Now consider the case p = 3. Instead of (4.e) we write 
PCT,(z) d T,(Y) < T,‘(z) ~11 
=P[T,(z)dT,‘(y)~T,“(z)<il 
-PCT,(y)G T,(z)< T,‘(Y)< C”(z)<il, 
where 
T,‘(y)=inf{t> T,(z):B,E y--K}, 
T:‘(z) = inf{t > T,(( y); B, E z - EK). 
It follows from (4.a) and (4.b) that 
PCTc(z) d T,‘(y) d T;‘(z) -=z i] = - (II,“)-~G(z) G(z - y)* + R’(E, y, z), 
(44 
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where 
On the other hand, as in (4.e) above 
PIT,(l’)~TT,:(,?)~T,I(J’)~TT,t(=)<i] 
.C(log$) -.4G(;)G(y)3. t4.gf 
The case p = 3 follows from (4.d), (4.f), and (4.g). 
It should now be clear to the reader that the general case can easily be 
treated by induction. The function Fp may be defined by 
which is clearly integrable. 4 
LEMMA 4.4. Lef k 3 1. There exists a ,~#n~~i~?l F; E L’(( Pi*)>, RI. ) .wh 
fhf~f,.~ur c-E(O, f) ami y,zeR2- (O), yfz, 
-- fk32, 
IEI^Y,:(~)XI”‘(~)J+(IZ~C)-‘~+‘G(I)G(=-~)~~ ’ 
+ (h:) ‘tG( y) -I- G(z)) G(z - y)” ’ + (h,k) ok. ‘G(y) G(z - ~)‘~l 
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Proof: We only consider the case k > 2. The case k = 1 is similar and 
easier. We first note that 
~KY~%wA E , c z E sqo [)]“‘E[X’k’(Z)*]“2 
where we use Lemma 2.l(ii) and the easy bound 
E[qk’(z)*J <c 
The same arguments as in the beginning of the proof of Lemma 3.2 now 
show that we may restrict our attention to the case ]y) 3 4e, )zJ 2 4.5, 
[z - y( > 4~. From now on, we make this assumption. 
By definition, we have 
Let Odt,f ... ftk. on {i>fk} We have 
with the convention that t, = 0, t, + , = [. For any family (Mi, 0 < i < k) of 
subsets of R*, we have 
where pk denotes the set of nonempty subsets of {O, 1, . . . . k}. Thus, taking 
Mi=S,K(fi, ti+ I)? 
ECY,(y) xk”‘(z)l= C (- I)‘~‘+~~~(E, JJ, z), 
L E .rl, 
(4.h) 
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where 
x fi (Al;(dt,)Chf;(z-B,, ,)6,,< ,,(df,)) 
1 
. (4.i) 
1=2 
Claim. Except when {I, . . . . k - 1 f c L, there exists a function F,E 
L’((WZ)‘,R.+)such that, for EE(O,~) and ~:zE’R:“-{O}, ,r#r, 
Assume that the claim is proved. In the right-hand side of (4.h) we 
need only consider the four cases L = { 1, . . . . k - 1 ), L = { 1, . . . . k }, 
L = (0, 1, . . . . k - 11, and L = {O, 1, . . . . k ). In each of these cases we can 
appLy Proposition 2.4 to get the desired result. We first note that, when 
{ I, . ..) k - I } c L, 
In other words, we may drop the Dirac measures in the right-hand side 
of (4.i). Indeed, if tj= t,, , belongs to the support of At(&), we cannot 
have JJ E S:(t,, ti+ )), since I y - z\ 2 4s. Then, for instance in the case 
L = ( 1, . . . . k - 1 f, Proposition 2.4 implies that 
for some function F, E L’((R’)‘, R + ). The three other possible cases can 
also be handled using Proposition 2.4. The bound of Lemma 4.4 then 
follows from (4.h). 
PPOC$ qf the Cl&z. This is very similar to the proof of Lemma 3.2. We 
set 
p=sup(iE(i,...,k-l);i4L). 
This makes sense if ( 1, . . . . k - 1) is not contained in L, which we now 
assume. Set I!.’ = L n (0, 1, . . . . p - 1 } and k’=k if kczL, k-l if k$L. 
Then, 
(b,.(E, y, 2) = E (4.j) 
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where the process U is defined by 
and 
k’--i -p k-l-p 
i- I 
Here we agree as usual that to = 0, and, in the formula for V, we also make 
the convention fkep = i. Formula (4.j) is a simple rewriting of (Ai), except 
for the fact that we have dropped the Dirac measures in the expression of 
V. This can be easily justified by the argument we have just used at the end 
of the proof of Lemma 4.4. 
We can apply Lemma 2.2 to the right-hand side of (4.j): 
(4.k) 
We lirst bound E[ U*(g)]. If L’ # 0, the Holder inequality leads to 
E[U*(I)]eCP[.YES~(O, i),ZESf(O, w2 sup E,x[A:(1)2P1’/2 
.X6!@ 
~c.(log~)P-l((G(y)+G(z))G(~))“z. 
If L’ = @, the same method gives 
~~u*(~),~C(log~)p-1’2G(~)“2. 
On the other hand, Proposition 2.4 implies 
%(Z, V) d & f(z - y), 
for some function f E L’( R*, II3 + ), for any r E [ 1,2). To be specific, we can 
apply Proposition 2.4 except in the case when p = k - 1, k’ = k - I, but in 
this case we have V = 1 and thus o,(z, Y) = 0. 
The claim follows from (4.k) and the above bounds. i 
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Proof c$ ~e~l~~a 4.2. A special case of Lemma 3.2 shows that, for 
1 Gkbldn, 
-. if I-k>2, 
- if f=k+ 1, 
IE[qyy) A$+]) (z)] - G(z) G(= - J)*~) 
2ki 1 
Fk.i(.vt zf+ 
-_I if I=k, 
lE[X~~‘(y)X~‘(z)]-(G(y)+G(I))G(=- y)““-‘1 
<E IO& 
i ) 
Zk 
i: 
Fk,C(Y, 2) 
for some function Fk,, E L’(( R”)*, R + ). Lemma 4.2 is a direct consequence 
of these bounds and those of Lemma 4.3 (applied with p = 2n + I) and 
Lemma 4.4. 1 
5. ASYMPTOTIC EXPANSIONS FOR THE 
AREA OF THE WIENER SAUSAGE 
(5. I ) The previous three sections were devoted to some results concern- 
ing Brownian motion stopped at an independent exponential time I. We 
now propose to investigate similar results for Brownian motion stopped at 
a constant time t. In particular, we shall introduce random variables P(l) 
related to k-multiple intersections of the Brownian path on the time inter- 
val CO; t]. This will be done in such a way that rk(t) coincides with T”1, 
conditionaiIy on {[ = t>. The conditioning requires some rigorous justifiea- 
tion since (i = t> is a set of zero probability. Once the random variables 
Tk(f) have been rigorously defined, we can prove asymptotic expansions 
for the area of the sausage Sf(O, t), which will involve these random 
variabies. 
THEOREM 5.1. There exists a unique fhmily ( Tk( t); t > 0, k = 1, 2, . . . ) 
?f random variables belonging to A?(&?,, W) that satisfies the ~oI~on~~~~ 
propertie. : 
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(i) P(du dt) a.s., 
T”1 (w, t) = Tk(t)(o)* 
(ii) For any t > 0, r > 0, W(do) as., 
where w, E Go is defined by w,(s) = r-“20(rs). 
Remarks. Formula (i) cannot be used to define Tk(t). Indeed, since 
Tkl(o, t) is only defined P(do dt) as., for fixed t, the mapping w --t 
Tkl(o, t) does not define a random variable. Formula (ii) gives a scaling 
property which can be interpreted as follows. Let Ft be defined as in 
Theorem 3.3, but with q1 = . . . = qk = q. For cp = 1, 
Note that 
log Y hy& = h(4) - - E 27E 
A scaling transformation leads to 
Hence, passing to the limit as E -+ 0, 
Tkl(o, rt)=r i j-, (“i- ;)(~)%Wr, t). 
Note that, in contrast with (ii), the latter identity only holds P(dco dt) a.s. 
THEOREM 5.2. Let n >, 1 and let K be a compact subset of R2. Assume 
that K has positive capacity. Then, for any t > 0, 
m(S%l t)) = - i (hf)YkTk(t) f R,(E, t), 
k=l 
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where the rest R,,(E, t) satisfies 
lim (hF)nR,,(E, t) = 0, 
i: - 0 
in L’-norm, and almost surely if K is star-shaped, i.e., EK c K for ever? 
& E [IO; 11. 
(5.2) Proof of Th eorems 5.1 and 5.2. Let K be a star-shaped compact 
subset of lR2 with positive capacity. Set N = 4n. By Theorem 4.1, 
E 
L( 
S;l+ c (h;)mkT,kl < C,,(hf) 2’.y+‘), (5.a) 
k:l 
or, equivalently, 
s 
x 
dt Ed irEw 
0 
m(SEK(t)) -t ; (h:) mkTkl( ., t) 
k=l 
Q C,(hfj 2(N+ “, (5.b) 
where S,“(t) = SF(O, t). For p > 1, set sp = exp( -p’j2”). Then (5.b) implies 
dt e-“(ht)‘“EW K m(St(t)) + i (hf;) -kTkl( ., t) < cz. k=l 
It follows that for dt-a.a. t E (0; cc), 
lim (h:)” 
i 
m(St(t))+ f (hc)pkTkl(., t) =O, 
> 
(5.c) P-x k=l 
where convergence holds W(do) as. and in L’(Q,, W). We may choose 
u E (0; CC) such that (5.~) holds for t = u and for n = 1, 2, . . . . We may also 
assume that Tk 1( ., u) E I;p(Q,, W) for k = 1,2, . . . . For this special value u, 
we set Tk(u)(o)= Tkl(o, 1.4). Then, for n= 1, 2, . . . . 
lim (h$)” m(SE(u))+ i (hf’) kTk(~) =O, 
P- r k=l > 
(5.d) 
W(do)-almost surely and in L’(Q,, W). Here we have simply dropped the 
terms corresponding to k = n + 1, . . . . N in (Kc). Now observe that 
lim (ha,,)” - (hfo” = 0, P-J; 
which implies 
lim p-x ,_ ,yzf,,:p k~,(h:)“--kTk~+ i @:I” *T*iu)(=o. (5.e) 
P k=l 
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almost surely and in L*(G$,, IV). On the other hand, the fact that m(S,“(u)) 
is a monotone increasing function of E (since K is star-shaped) easily 
implies 
d lim ((ht+ ,I” - (Q”) m(sttu)) 
P--*a, 
+ (h~)~(~(~~(~)) - ~(~~~,(~))~ = 0, (54 
again almost surely and in L*(D,, IV). Combining (5.e) and (5.f) we obtain 
(h,KfmkTk(n) 
> 
=0, (5.g) 
k=t 
a.s. and in L2-norm. 
We now define Tk(t) for t # u. For r > 0, k = 1, 2, . . . . we set 
where w, is defined in Theorem 5.1. Observe that this definition makes 
sense because the mapping w -+ u), preserves U/(&J). Next we verify that 
(5.g) remains true when u is replaced by ru. It is plain that 
~(~~(r~)(u)) = r~(~~,~~~(~~(~~~)). 
On the other hand, noting that 
(5-h) 
we have 
=r i 
(( 
hK 
h,K - (Idg r)/2n > 
+ u((h,K)‘-“) (h,“)-j Z-‘j(u)(co,) 
j=l > 
(2) 
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Equations (5.h) and (5.i) show that the limiting result (5.g) holds for any 
t E (0, a), instead of t = U, and for n = 1, 2, . . . . 
We now verify that the family (( Tk(t)) satisfies the properties stated in 
Theorem 5.1. First, using Theorem 4.1, we see that 
Pl(o, t) = z+(t)(w), P(d0 dt) a.s., 
which gives property (i). On the other hand, an easy application of the 
binomial formula shows that (ii) also holds. Note that, when t = U, (ii) is 
just our definition of Tk(t). The uniqueness of a family satisfying (i) and 
(ii) is also clear. Indeed, if ( T’k(t)) is another family which satisfies both (i) 
and (ii), we have, for dt-a.a. t, 
T’k(t)(co) = Tk(t)(w), W(do) a.s. (5.j) 
We choose u E (0, co) such that (5.j) holds for t = u and for k = 1,2, . . . 
Then the scaling relation (ii) shows that rk(t) = Tfk(t) for all k and t. 
At this moment, we have proved Theorem 5.1 and Theorem 5.2 in the 
case when K is star-shaped. Observe that, although our construction of the 
family ( rk( t)) seems to depend on the choice of K, the uniqueness part of 
Theorem 5.1 shows that it does not. 
We now investigate the case when K is not star-shaped. We may choose 
another compact set H, e.g., a disk, such that H is star-shaped and 
R(K) = R(H). We thus have 
h,K = h,H + 0(&Z log l/c), 
and it clearly sufftces to prove that 
lim (h,“)2”E[(m(S~(t)) -m(S~(t)))‘] =O, 
i: + 0 (5.k) 
for every n>,l, t30. 
For every N b 1, Theorem 4.1 gives the existence of a constant C,V such 
that, for E E (0, 1 ), 
Let N = 8n and cp = exp( -p’j4”). Arguing as in the beginning of the proof, 
we can find u E (O,aco ) such that 
lim (/~~)~“E[(rn(S~(u)) - ~(S:(U)))~] = 0. (5.1) 
P-x 
Now, by scaling, 
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where t, = E;*u. Thus (5.1) implies 
lim 0% Q2” 
t2 -w~(~VpN - w3~JYl = 0. (5.m) P-r’= P 
The point is that m(Sf(t)) is a monotone increasing 
Moreover, 
function of t. 
uog Q2” 
fi 
-wwwp+ I)) --M Nv,Wl 
< (log Q2” qm(yyt 
t* I p+ I- tpN21 
<,:&?L)2n (tp+r-p)2 . 
c (log(t,+ * - t,))* - O. 
Therefore (5.m) implies 
lim (1% 02” --5-- Jmw,K(N - wYm21 = 0, ,-CC t 
and (5.k) follows, again by scaling. This completes the proof of 
Theorem 5.2. 1 
(5.3) Spitzer [21] obtains an asymptotic expansion for the quantity 
It is clear that 
EK(f) = j & PCTK(Y)Q tl = ew,“(o~ t))l 
= lE[m(S,Ku2(0, l))]. (5.n) 
Setting E = t - ‘I2 and taking expected values in Theorem 5.2 lead to a new 
proof and an improvement of Spitzer’s result. We fix A = 1. Then, 
n 
E[m(S,K(O, l))] = - c (h,K)-9[Tk(1)] +O((hk)--nPi), (5.0) 
k=l 
where 
ti,K= +og;-; 
( 
$og2-y-R(X) 
> ( 
+o e*1og1 
E). 
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The quantities E [ 7’,(l)] can be computed as follows. By Theorems 3.1 and 
5.1, for k >, 2, 
where 
dt t(log r)l’ ‘e ‘. 
An integration by parts shows that, for p 2 1, 
s T dtt(logt)Pe ‘=I2 0 0 
dt(log r)” e -’ + p i“ dt(log t)P -. ’ em ’ 
0 
=Pp)(l)+pT(p-l)(l). 
The quantities Pp)( 1) can be computed in terms of Y and the numbers i(j), 
j= 2, 3, ,.. (where i(e) denotes the Riemann function, see [17, pp. 40-441). 
Let us restrict our attention to the first three terms of the expansion of 
E,(t). We only need to know 
F(l)= -Y, r”(l )=y2 + [(2)=Y’+ 7?/6, 
from which it follows that 
ECT,(l)l=& (y- 11, ECW]=$ +?;I+?-; . 
> 
Hence, coming back to (5.0), 
Efm(S:(O, I))]= -(h~)-‘-~(y--l)(h~) 2 
-$ Y2-2Y+2-; 
> 
(hy+O((hf) 4), 
and using (5.n) we obtain the first three terms of the expansion of ER(f). 
The first two terms already give Theorem 2 of Spitzer [21] (Spitzer’s 
notation is slightly different from ours: what we call R(K) is - 2R(K) for 
Spitzer). 
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It is worth noting that the expansion for EK(t) depends only on the 
quantity R(K). This should be compared with similar expansions in higher 
dimensions [lS], which involve integrals with respect to the equilibrium 
measure of K. 
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